
 

 

Sky to buy broadband company? 

Lots of speculation that Sky is about to buy Easynet, a UK broadband provider. Such a 
move would give Sky the ability to offer a triple play (phone, broadband and TV) which 
would enable them to better compete with the newly merged cable companies. It would 
also enable them to offer IPTV and Video on Demand which would give them a better 
defence against next summers BT launch of IPTV. 

This sort of move also makes sense of the USB connection in Sky+ boxes. And, many 
people forget that, way back in 2000, Sky formed a JV with Kingston Communications 
who have pioneered IPTV in this country - so have quite a lot of knowledge about how 
this service can work. 

And by adding a VOD service Sky can make much better use of its content deals such as 
movies and football. 

To us though, there is still one piece of the jigsaw missing - a mobile play. Our money is 
still, despite denials, on a Sky MVNO - in some form or other. 

October 17, 2005 in IPTV & convergence |  

IPOD TV - where are the ads? 

Back in February we asked what would be the IPOD for TV - the device that takes the 
napsterisation of TV mass-market - that would make it easy to download and watch 
programming, but keep it cool. At the time we predicted the Sony PSP would probably 
be a major player - and we were proved right. 
But now Apple have jumped right in with their IPOD that plays video - and recognising 
the way the world is changing they've announced a deal with Disney that will allow users 
to download TV programmes the day after they're broadcast. For $1.99. 
So Video on Demand is here. Portable TV is here. And subscription TV is here.  
But where is the advertising? Will users accept ads when they've paid for a programme? 
And when the skip button is at their fingertips?  
And if Disney is getting $1.99 for each show then the much talked about practice of 
advertisers subsidising the show in return for playing ads just doesn't add up.  No brand 
can afford to pay $2000 cpm! 
So it sounds like advertisers are going to need to create programming that people want 
to watch on their IPOD, their PSP and, yes, their Sky + too. 
It’s all about creating engaging content - and its all about experimentation to identify 
what your audience find engaging. What are you waiting for? 

October 13, 2005 in IPTV & convergence |  
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Carat forecast $40 billion switch from TV 

From an Ad Age article (free reg. req) covering a speech by the CEO of Carat in the US; 

Mr. Verklin said the grand shifts occurring in advertising would upend media plans that are 
currently geared toward major TV buys. Media plans will look “like the tiles of your bathroom 
floor,” incorporating less TV but more digital and interactive spending, sporting events, PR and 
experiential marketing. “A new plan is going to emerge that will be no more than 50% of 
spending in TV. Today it’s 66%. Forty billion dollars will shift to other media.” 

If that sounds like hype, remember that both P&G and Unilever have admitted they're 
shifting money out of TV. 

To us it sounds like a really good reason to start experimenting. We're working with 
mobile companies that are creating new opportunities to reach consumers; we're 
working with clients that are finding new ways of using Google to reach appropriate 
audiences and we're talking about new ways of using TV - whether that be iTV, ad 
funded programming or, soon, innovative ways of using PVRs. 

What are you doing to get ready for these "grand shifts"?  

October 02, 2005 in New Marketing |  

iTV - so much potential 

Watching Spooks last night reminds one just how good TV can be - and the BBC have 
again shown their ingenuity in adding great interactive content can be - 30 minutes of 
spy training where your performance is measured and the narrator tells you how you're 
doing. 

Broadcasters are starting to really use interactive but advertisers are still reticent - most 
red button ads are simple response. Some interesting new research from Zip highlights 
the potential and details the problems. The key message is that advertisers must give a 
clear reason to press red - and that means that iTV needs to be thought about at the 
start of campaign planning, rather than being an add on at the end. We've covered the 
huge potential of iTV before and remain bemused by the lack of interest in most 
creative agencies. 

Clients need to push their agencies to get involved - or seek out someone who really 
gets it. Its too good an opportunity to miss. 

September 23, 2005 |  
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Lose my number (update) 

Russell, at the excellent mobhappy blog, pointed out that the number of people who 
have signed up to opt out of telemarketing is now over 10 million. So all those people in 
old school DM complaining about this will be even more upset. 

Ask yourself, if people could simply opt out of seeing your ads would they? If so you're 
in trouble - time to experiment! 

(If they wouldn't, congratulations - but you're probably paying too much to media 
owners - you should try some experimentation too.) 

September 23, 2005 in Ad avoiders |  

Amen! 

"The whole landscape is changing, and those agencies and advertisers who fail to 
recognize that are going to get lost in the shuffle."  

Phil Dusenberry in a great Fast Company article 

September 21, 2005 in New Marketing |  

Google goes WiFi 

News today that Google is launching a service that improves the security if WiFi access. 
Its not that interesting in its own right but seems to confirm all the rumours that 
Google intends to launch a massive wifi network. 

The benefit to Google is that it would be able to tell where you are and serve you 
location specific advertising.  

The future of advertising is inextricably linked to Google and most of the ad industry 
don't realise it! Ask your agency how you should be using advertising on Google - and 
watch for the blank looks. 

September 20, 2005 in Future of the web |  
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Product Placement - ready for prime time? 

Product placement got lots of coverage in the press this weekend.The Sunday Times 
told their readers what we all knew - that spending with the right middleman can get 
your product just about anywhere on the BBC (and the rest of UK TV as well). Suitably 
outraged, the BBC has announced an enquiry! 

Peter Bazalgette the head of Big Brother production company Endemol wrote just a few 
days ago that product placement is the only way to save TV - pointing out that PVRs will 
erode the traditional ad spend. And John Pluthero, the former boss of Freeserve stirred 
up the RTS conference this week; 

TV is under threat like never before, as viewer behaviour changes, he said. 'Accept it, 
[remould] your business to suit, or die on your arse 

Citing the impact of technology, Pluthoro suggests TV companies should embrace 
product placement and work with advertisers to create content. 

As we've noted before product placement isn't new and it isn't that clever. But we have 
seen some interesting new evidence that shows just how well it can work 

  

- take a look at this chart looking at the Coke involvement in American Idol - from a 
presentation at MIP by Simon Spalding of Fremantle. Coke recognition was significantly 
higher within the show -  where Coke had extensive product placement - than in other 
shows.  
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Given this sort of evidence - and the threat of PVRs we expect product placement to 
continue to grow. But with guidance from OFCOM due - and with calls for clearer 
labeling growing - we expect it to work on a rather more strategic level than the 
examples the Sunday Times discovered. 

September 19, 2005 in Branded Content |  

Ad Avoiders in DM 

Fascinating article in today's Precision Marketing - the UK trade mag for the Direct 
Marketing industry. Worried that the DM industry might be out of touch with 
consumers, the magazine did a survey through CCB, asking consumers their views on 
lots of DM related topics  - and asked industry experts to predict what consumers 
would say. 

Unsurprisingly, consumers are pretty hacked off with traditional DM. Unsurprisingly, the 
experts tended to be way off the mark. The following is paraphrased from the article 

- 47% of consumers said they would preferred not to be contacted at all! 

- Email is now the preferred method of communication 26% - trad DM came second 
with 15%. Experts expected DM would still be the lead, which is probably why every 
DM agency still churns out piles of paper for their clients 

- On telemarketing 38% said they hang up straight away and we delighted to see that 4% 
will leave their phone off the hook to deliberately tie up a call centre. 

- Opting out - 82% look for the opt out box when giving information - 22% said they 
always opted out and 74% said they sometimes did. 

- SMS - 91% object to receiving SMS and other marketing messages on their phone 

There was some good news - 73% said they opened and read some DM - with 52% 
saying the key factor was whether the mail was "from a company I know". 

This is further evidence that Ad Avoidance is now mainstream - and support for our 
belief that it's not smart or economical to use old fashioned DM anymore. The only way 
to make contact with customers is through a permission based relationship where 
customers are actively engaged with the brand.  

We know that, if you develop content that engages with the right people, you can get 
high levels of permission - and if you use that permission to conduct an ongoing dialogue 
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(that is respectful, relevant and smart) you can increase the value of the brand to the 
consumer, and of the consumer to the brand. 

That's new marketing. And its the only option. 

(Copies of the survey can be obtained from CCB by emailing Anke@ccb-ltd.com. I'm 
still waiting for a response so I don't know if there is a charge) 

September 15, 2005 in Ad avoiders |  

ITV goes mobile 

ITV, the largest commercial TV station here in the UK have announced their mobile 
strategy - and a major component is a partnership with one of our clients Refresh 
Mobile. Refresh Mobile have developed a fantastic mobile app - a mobizine - that makes 
it really easy for a media owner to port their content on to mobile and really easy for 
the mobile user to access their favourite media brands on their phones. If you're in the 
UK you can see the service by texting "mobile" to 63330 (check here to see if you have 
a compatible handset ). 

We think this is a big step forward; both for content on mobiles and for advertising on 
mobiles.  

It is clear that advertising on mobile is going to happen in a big way but there is a 
question mark over what form it should take. We've been working with RefreshMobile 
to develop advertising models that exploit the great user experience of a Mobizine and 
suit the way people use their phones. We're now putting together some trials with 
leading brands and their agencies to test consumer reaction to this ad model - if you're 
interested in knowing more (or getting involved) get in touch. 

The press release gives a bit more detail; 

Developed by Refresh Mobile, the leading player in push based mobile technology, the 
ITV Mobile Mobizine updates the consumer on a twice daily basis with the latest news, 
weather and entertainment features. An additional Mobizine provides a daily TV Guide 
within a wow! factor user experience. 

There are 2 variants of the Mobizines service. A service for Symbian phones receives 
updates automatically and alerts the consumer that the update has arrived. This variant 
uses FlashLite. The Java service requires the user to request an update, but once 
delivered consumers can browse at their leisure and convenience as many times as they 
wish. Both services allow editions to be browsed when consumers are out of network 
coverage.  
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As well as keeping the ITV audience up to date with the latest shows, gossip, news and 
weather, it also provides an excellent platform for ITV’s advertisers. With mobile 
telephony ubiquitous and with the mobile’s unique intimacy with the customer, ITV and 
Refresh Mobile believe that the quality of the user interface and the quality of the 
content being delivered creates an extremely attractive promotional environment while 
providing the user with the very best experience.  

Scott Beaumont, CEO of Refresh Mobile, said  

We are delighted to be working with ITV in delivering on its ambitious plans for its 
mobile audience. This offering highlights the potential and ease of use of our Content 
Management Tool and the Mobizines product. We are sure that this is the beginning of a 
very powerful experience for ITV, Refresh Mobile and, most importantly, the 
consumer.”  

Jeff Henry, CEO of ITVC, said  

We want our new mobile portal to be the UK’s No1 non-operator entertainment 
portal and Mobizines is an important part of our strategy. 20 years ago the level of TV 
interaction with viewers was – ‘send us an answer on a postcard’. We are now at a 
point in the development of both digital television and other devices which allow us to 
realistically capitalise upon their growth.”  

September 07, 2005 in Mobile |  

Some Ad Agencies do get it! 

From an interview in the Wall Street Journal (sub req) with David Jones, the new MD of 
French holding company Havas 

WSJ: If traditional TV and print advertising is becoming less desirable, what forms do you think 
advertising will take in the near future? 

Mr. Jones: What is clearly playing an enormous role is the Internet. Why? You have 
the ability to have a relationship and a dialogue and a level of interactivity on the 
Internet with the consumer that you are not going to basically get anywhere else, short 
of having a conversation. ... What it shows you if the idea is strong enough, you will get 
consumer attention and a much deeper level of consumer interaction. ... The business 
used to be you got a fairly short mass message to a vast number of people. What has 
happened? The number of people you can actually reach is smaller, but ... the depth of 
the relationship you can have with them is unbelievable. What we are seeing much more 
of now is rather than laying out a traditional and classic media plan, is thinking about 
how these things interact. What am I going to be doing on the cellphone? How does 
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that work with what I'm doing on the Internet and how do the TV ads or the print ads 
actually drive that work? 

the future is going to be about weaving the various channels together, so what brands 
need is agencies that get (sorry) the Big Picture. 

August 17, 2005 in New Marketing | Permalink | Comments (0) | TrackBack (0)  

Why we started Big Picture 

Superb article from the editor of Ad Age sets out exactly why we started Big Picture - 
this is an extract; 

"Consider the rapid penetration and easy consumer acceptance of video on demand. 
Cellphones that play broadcast-quality music videos and weather forecasts. Video games 
with ad messages that can be swapped out online in real time. Streaming audio. Pod-
casting. Text messages. Instant messaging. Google. TiVo.  

The decline of mass marketing. The rise of new platforms. The debate over whether 
contact (media) or content (ad creative) should take the lead. Consumer control -- and 
the eagerness of empowered audiences to use digital technology to divorce marketing 
material from entertainment and information.  

The future is here. This isn’t some dark vision of the terrifying implications of a future 
that may or may not come to pass. It’s the reality of marketing circa the ides of March 
2005. Beware." 

And our favourite bit; 
'This marketing revolution is neither theoretical, nor overblown. It’s under way. But this is not a 
time for fear, resistance, denial or defensiveness -- despite the natural inclination to protect an 
existing pile of cash. It’s the most exciting time ever to be in or around the businesses of media, 
marketing and communications. You can feel it, too. I know you can.' 

Read the whole article. 

March 14, 2005 in New Marketing |  
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